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For the classical dam model the distribution of the supremum of the dam content between two 
successive downcrossings of level x >O by the content process is studied. T+e result generalizes 
previous results for the M/G/l queueing system. The derivation which is rather simple is based on 
some recent results concerning up- and downcrossings. The resulting distribution is a functional 
of the solution of a renewal type integral equation occurring frequently in applied probability 
models. It is shown that this solution is logarithmic concave and that its reciprocal is an infr:itely 
divisible p -function, thus leading to a number of hithertc; unknown properties of a certain class of 
renewal fLuidorE. 
dam renewal equation 
maximal content * logarithmic concave 
, downcrossings p-function 
1. htroductisn 
For the M/G/l queueing system a number of results are available on the 
distributions of the suprema of the virtual waiting time, of the actual waiting times 
and of the number of customers in the system during a busy cycle. For such results 
see TakGcs [lo, 111, Cohen [4, 5, 61. In dam theory the concept of busy cycle is in 
gerreral meaningless. To study the supremum of the dam content one has to look 
for repetitive cycles which have a positive duration with probability one. Such 
cycles have been studied in [2]. In the present study we shall consi&r the renewal 
process formed by the successive downcrossings of level x > 0 by the content 
process. The distribution of the supremum of the dam content during the time 
interval between two successive downcrossings will be derived. The result is new 
and generaiizes previous results. The type of argument used in the derivation differs 
completely from those used in [5, 6, 10, 111, it is based on some recent rlesults 
concerning up- and downcrossings (cf. [3,4]) and it is a rather simple derivation. 
The resulting distribution is a functional of the soYution of the renewal type 
equation 
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4-r fl rx-u 
H(x)= 1+ J 0 m (y, m)dy I dH(u), x 2 0, 
0- 0 
=o, x+=0, (1 1) . 
which is finite on finite intervals. Here m (x, m) is a measure on the Bore1 sets of 
(0,~) and such that 
I 
w 
(1-e”‘)m(dx)<m. 
0
The solution of this equation plays an important role in many applied probability 
models. A large number of properties of this solution are known mainly for the case 
that m is totally finite. In the present *study it is shown that the solution is 
logarithmic oncave. This fact which is based on properties of the distribution of the 
supremum of the dam content leads to the conclusion that the reciprocal of the 
solution is an infinitely divisible I;-function (cf. [9]), and hence many interesting 
properties of p-functions apply for the reciprocal of the solution of (1.1). 
2. On 8 class of renewal functions 
Let m. be a measure on (O,m] satisfying 
I (1 - emx)mo(dx) < a), (OF) 
Put 
mo{w} = 0, I xmo(dx) c 00. WV=+ 
2;’ 
def 
= mo(O, 00) s 00, 
def 
a0 = xmo(dx), 
def 
b. = c xmo(x, a)dx G 00, 
. ue) 
iLn d 
po(p) Z I, (I- e-“)mo(dx), ) Rep ‘0. .* 
It follows that (cf. 191, p. 57), 
I 
W 
e-P%(x, a)dx 
0 = 1 e-"dx~x,m, mO(dY) = lo.., ' -r’Xmo(dx) 
= p-‘m :0(p), Rep 3> 0. . 
(2 1) . 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
(2 4) . 
(2 5) . 
For Rep > 0 the function p - pa(p) Iias no zeros if a0 6 1 (cf. [lo]), for a0 > 1 it has 
exactly one zero, we shall denote thi!; zero by a0 and define So = 0 if a0 G 1. Put 
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def 
G&)=0 forx<O, 
I 
x (2 6) . 
= e for x > 0, 
0 
SO that Go is a defective probability distribution if a0 < 1, it is non-defective if 
4202 1, 
Go(m) = no for a. < 1, 
= 1 for aoWl. 
Note that (2.1) implies (cf. [91, p. 56) that 
f 
I 
mo(y,c~)dy <mm 
0 
Define 
Vo(x) = 0 for x C 0, 
i 
X 
= esoy d 2 G:*(y) for x 20. 
0- n=O 
Note that V. is a renewal function if a0 = 1 (in which case S = 0). 
Theorem 2.1. The function Vo( l ) is the unique solution, which is finite 01% finite 
intervtlk, of the renewal equation 
mo(y, m)dy dH(Ls), x 20, 
I 
==o, x co; 
the Laplace-Stzeltjes transform of V. is given by 
J 
CI: 
eePx dV,(x) = A for Rep > So. 
0- - 0 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Proof. Xf a o s 1 so that So = 0 then (2.9) becomes H(x) = I + G& ) * H(x), and it is 
wellknown from renewal theory that V. as given by (2.8) for a0 = 0 is the only 
solution which is finite on finite intervals. The relation (2.9) may be written as 
H(x)=l+ ’ 
I 
H(x - u)mo(u,m)du, x a 0, 
0 
so that 
I 
X 
I 
IA 
e-@H(x) = e-‘o” + e-*o(“-“)H(x - u)d, e-symo(y,m)dy 
0 0 
=e -‘0x + (e-‘o”H(x)} * Go(x), 
which is a renewal type integral equation for e-s’H(x), and 
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is its only solution bounded on finite intervals, so that H(x) = Vo(x). Since (cf. (2.5) 
and (2.6)), 
I 
CQ 
e-pxdGo(x) = Fag, Rep 30, 
0 0 
(2.11) 
and 1 po(p)/p I< 1 for Ke p > So the relation (2.10) follows immediately from (2.8j. 
From (2.6) it is s;een that G, has a lensity; then defining dGo(x)/dx to be 
continuous from the right it follows from (2.6) 
dGo(x) _ 
dx 
e-+mo(x, 00) for x > 0. (2.12) 
Denote by nay)(x) the n-fold convolution of mo(x, 00) with itself so that for x > 0, 
mp(x) = m&, w), 
X (2.13) 
m. (n+l) x = 
(j I 
mg)(x - y)mr)(y)dy, YZ = 1,2,. . . . 
0 
Since ml” has st most a countable number of discontinuities it follows that m$” is 
continuous for 11 a 2, so that the density of Go”’ is given by (cf. (2.6)) 
d 
z 6,” *(x) = e--m f)(x), (2.14) 
and it is continuous on (O,a) for II a 2. In [9], p. 60 and 65 it has been shown that 
the series xz =1 mf)(x) converges uniformly in every compact interval of (0,w). 
Moreover it is seen that x”,=,rn c)(x) is continuous on (0, a). Consequently, it 
follows from 
“2; Go”‘(x)= Lx e-‘oYmb’)(y)dy + 2 Ix e-$Ymg)(y)dy, x a~), (2.15) 
n=2 0 
that the lefthand side possesses right and left derivatives. Defining 
(dldx) x:= 1 G;‘(x) to be continuous from the right 
e’*-$$ G,“‘(x) = mo(x, 00) + 2 U@(X) 
fi = ‘i n=2 
= 2 mg)(x), x > 0. 
n=l 
(2.16) 
Theorem 2.2. (i) The function V. (cf (2.8)) has for almost every x B 0 a derivative, 
and wi.h dVo(x)fdx defined to be continuous froni the right 
g Vo(xj= 2 m P)(J. ), x ) 0; 
tl=l 
(2.17) 
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(ii) for x > 0 a discontinuity point of d V&)/dx is a discontinuity point of m&r, m) 
and conversely, and at such a point their jumps are equal ; further 
d 
!iyi!z K(x) = mo(O, =0). if mo(O, 00) < m, 
= 00, if mo(O, a) = 00; 
(2.18) 
(iii) the integral equation 
I 
X 
h(x)= m?‘(x)+ h(x - u)m6’)(u)du, x 20, 
0 
=o, x co, (2.19) 
has only one solution h which i,j finite on finite intervals and 
d 
h(x)=zV,(x)-mo(x,a) forx Xl; (2.2Q) 
h is continuous for x 2 0. 
Proof. The first and second statement follow immediately from (21.8), 
(2.12), . . ., (2.16). To prove (iii) note that 
h(x) = n$2 d”‘(X), 
=o, x co, 
x 20, 
(2.21) 
satisfies (2.19), so that (2.20) follows from (2.21) and (2.17). For the continuity of 
h(x) for x i 0 see comments following formula (2.14). Let h, and h, be ::WO 
functions satisfying (2.19) and both bounded on finite intervals. Hence for x ~0, 
and by using (2.7) and (2.13), 
’ h,(x) - h*(x) = jx {hI(x - u) - h2(x - u)}m $*‘(u)du 
0 
rX 
= I {h ( 1x - u)- h2(x - u)}m!,“)(u)du, n = I,&.. . . 0 
Hence for n = 1,2,. . ., and x 3 0, 
evw{hl(x) - b(x)} = 16 ~{e-‘~(x-“){h,(x - u) - hz(x - u)}}e-~“n&“‘(u)du. 
Consequently, from (2.14) for n = 1,2,. . . , 
le-w{hl(x)- h(x)}/ s sup le-sY{hl(y)- h4y))I l G*(X)- 
osysx 
Since for fixed x > 0, G:*(x)-, 0 for n + m it follows from the boundedness 0.:‘ Cz i 
and hz on [0,x] that hI = hz. 
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Remark 2.1. From (2.19) and (2.20) it follows that 
d X 
z h(x)= m&,09 + m& -boo) du 
dVo(u)du 
9 (2.22) 
for almost every x >o. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) For ao*= 1, 
(ii) for a0 = 1, 
limL Vo(x) = &‘, 
x-s x 
if b. i 00, 
- G, if b. = 00, 
limdVo(x) bi’, if bo<oc 
x-m dx 9 
= 0, if bo= *; 
- (iii) for a0 > 1, 
1 
lim e-‘o” Vo(x ) = r 
x-m o:o ’ 
lim ems+ d ‘O(‘) = 1 
x---+= dx co’ 
here co is the first moment of Go cud co < 00. 
Sketch of proof. For each of the thr:e cases the first assertion follows immediately 
from the definition of V,, and wellknown theorems of renewal theory (cf. [3,7]), Go 
as defined by (2.6) is here the renewal distribution. If m. is totally finite so that Go 
has a bounded density then the renewal theorems for the density of the renewal 
function (cf. [7]) yield immediately the second assertion for each of the three cases. 
To handle the case m&l, 00) = 00 it i; noted that the renewal equation (2.19) has a 
unique solution which is bounded 011 finite intervals (Theorem 2.2), and hence it is 
readily shown as in [7] that the renewal theorems apply here. Since d&(x)/dx - 
mo(x, 00) is the solution just mentioned and mo(x, m)+ 0 for x + 00 the proof is easily 
completed. 
Remark 2.2. The asymptotic behaviour of V. for ;: --) 00 in the case a0 G 1, 
ai’ = m@, 0~)) <: 00 has been extensively investigated .t!r terms of the behaviour of 
mo(x, m) for x + m, cf. [I, 7, 121, in particular the sase of regular variation at infinity 
got much gttention. 
Remark 2.3. Since mo(x, ~0) is non-increasin; and dV#)/du 2 0 we have fro-m 
(2.22) 
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d 
z W) a m0(X, 9 + mo(x, m){ Vo(x) - l}, x B 0, 
so that 
d 
slog Vo(x) 2 mo(x, a), x > 0. 
Bemuse Vo(O*) = 1 it follows that 
X 
V0(x) 3 cup mo(u,m)du , x 20. 
I 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
3. On the maximal content of a dam 
We shall consider here the dam model with capacity K. Its input process (xl, t 3 0) 
is a process with stationary independent increments on [O,=); its output has unit 
rate. It will be assumed that the ;r-process has right continuous sample functions, 
that it is separable, that z. = 0 and that its drift is zero. The Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of gt is then represented by 
E{e-W } = e-‘J‘dp), Re p 2 0, 
p,(p) = I (l- eTpx)ml(dx), v-t=) 
(3 1) . 
where m 1 is a measure of the type introduced in the previous section, cf. (2. E) and 
(2 ) 3 .L . 
We shall denote by pI the content of the dam at time t, SC that 0 6 p, G K, and if 
y, + Ax, exceeds K then the overflow is lost. 
For finite K the process {e, t 2 0) always possesses a stationary distribution 
V’“)( l ) which is given by (cf. [IO]), 
VK)(v) = firr P {y, -c v} = V,(v) 
V,(K) ’ 
Oavec, (3,.2) 
with V, as defined by (2.8) starting from the measure ml. Define for 0 c x < K, 
_cl”’ gf h$t : y, =x,p,>x for7E(O,t)l~0=x}. (3.3) 
In [2] it has been shown that ,ctK’ is a well-defined stochastic variable and that 
c (K)> 0 with probability one. Actually _ccK) -x is the time between two successive 
downcrossings of level x by the VI-process. Obviously, such successive downcros- 
sings of level x form a renewal process and the g,-process is obviously a 
regenerative process with respect to the sequence of intervals between successive 
downcrossings of level x. 
The sample functions of the _uI-process are measurable, right continuous and 
have left hand limits, so that the integral 
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I 
W 
Ex 
I 
d) 
(pt < v)dt = (g <v, g’*“‘> t)dt 
0 0
is well-defined, here (e < v) is the indicator function of the event {LJ c v}. For 
finite K the gI-process is ergodic so that E{&iK’)< 00. From the theory of 
regenerative processes it now follows (cf. [3]) that 
(3 4) . 
Denote by cJZ”‘(v) the number of downcrossings of level v during the interval 
(0, -cl,“)]. As in [3] and [4] it is shown that . 
WI 
E{d:KJ(v)}=-&E[l(’ (,v<v)dt , O<v<K. 
0 1 
From the definition of ,ciK) it follows 
E :c$~‘(x)} = 1. 
Consequently, from (3.2), (3.4), (3.5) 
that 
anB (3.6), 
O<xcK. 
Define for ICC: 3 z > j, 20, 
P-j= hd{t : zlt+ = y 1 Ilo = 2). ,’ ZY 
In [TO] it is shown (cf. also [3] for the case that ml is totally finite) that 
(3 5) . 
(3 6) . 
(3 7) . 
(3 8) . 
. 
(3 9 . 
. We next consider the supremum of the content process during (O,_C!~)], i.e., 
(3.10) 
For x < v < K it follows from (3.9; and (3.10) that since downcrossings of level v 
are renewal points of the g,-process (cf. also [3] p. 81, 82 for a similar argumenta- 
tion) 
lP{cgK’(v) = !‘} = P{E:K’< u) far j = 0, 
(3.11) 
z[l-p{wjic)<u}] I- vcv’ xJ}‘w’~+x~ forj = 1,2,.... . 
t 1- 1- 
Hence for x c v < K, 
E{cJ:~‘(v)) =[l -P{w:‘-‘< v}]V,(v -x). 
From (3.2), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) we have 
(3.12) 
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d E @r,“‘(u)} = z V,(v) I & V,(x), o< x c u < K. 
Consequently from (3.12) and (3.13) for 0 < x < I, < K, 
P{y’x”)a z?} = 1 d V,(v) V,(v - x)dv I $ VI(X), 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
and for x > 0, 
P{y’x”’ 
1 d aw +x}=V,odwV*(w +x) 
I 
d 
dxV,(x), osw <K--x. 
(3.15) 
Consequently it has been proved for the classical dam model with finite capacity K 
that the distribution of the supremum of the dam content between two successive 
downcrossings of level x is given by (3.15). 
In the case that ml is totally finite, so that d&(x)/dx < 00 for x = 0 + , cf. (2.18), 
0. For this case the relation (3.15) has been deiived and (3.15) holds also for x = 
discussed in [3] and [5]. 
Actually, the lefthand 
P(bf’x”’ aw+x, 
For finite K, _cLK) is finite 
the infinite dam (note that (3.15) is of course independent of K) 
side of (3.15) should be written as 
CtK) < m}. ,x 
with probability one. We now take K = 3~ and obtain for 
P{bJp< w + x, ,c’x”)c w} = 
(3.16) 
= l-LLvV,(w+x) $V,(x), 
V,(w) dw / 
w 30, x >o. 
Since the event {J-y(xoD)= 00, sJ” < 03) has probability zero we obtain from (3.16) for 
w --j 0~ by using Theorem 2.3 
p{_Ci?c =} = 1 
Obviously wp’ - x is the 
level x during ,c? From 
for al s 1, 
‘d 
/ 
(3.17) 
Sle81” -&Qx) for a+l. 
supremum of the overshoot of the dam content above 
Theorem 2.3 it follows easily that 
1 
pilP{~l”‘-x < W}” l-- v,iw)’ ifa1 = 1, bt<m. 
For al > 1 we obtain from Theorem 2.3 
pnP{wl”’ -_x < w, ,c’*“)<w}= l-e*iw/Vl(w), w 20, 
(3.1@ 
limP{w’,“- x C w (,c’x”‘< m} = 
1- e’lw/V,(w) 
w so. 
x+m l--&Cl ’ 
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If aI <: 1 the Iimit of the righthand side of (3.16) for x -+ 00 canrrot be determined 
without more information about ml. However, if for ins&rice pl(p)/p is defined for 
Re JJ > pl with p1 < 0 and &)/p + 0~ for p + pl, Imp = 3 then it is readily shown 
that 
lim eWalx z 
X4-J 
d K(x) 
exists and is finite; here Ed is the zero of 1 - p&)/p, Rt p < 0 which is nearest o the 
imaginary axis, and Ed is real (cf. [7], p. 378 or [$, p. 611, for an analogous 
discussion). 
In this case it follows for al < 1 from (3.16) 
eplw 
limP{y~?-X <w}=l-- x .-+oo V,(w)’ w ao= 
4. Some properties of the function VO 
In Section 2 a number of properties of the function V0 has been discussed, here 
we shall discuss some further properties. 
Theorem 4.1, The function V0 is logarithmic eoncave ox (0,~). 
Proof. For properties of the right derivative of V0 see lheorem 2.2. The lefthand 
side of (3.15) is obviously non-increasing in w on [O, K - x) for every I/ixed x < K. 
Note that the righthand side of (3.15) is independent of K. Since dV&)/dx < 0~ for 
x < 0, and since V, is a function of the same type as V0 (cf. Section 3), it follows by 
taking K sufficiently large that for every x E (0, v) 
1 
d V&-q V,(u - x)dx 
is nonincreasing in v. K,(v) is corttir uous ot [0, 00) and hence we may take x = 0 + , 
so that 
$ log Vo(v) 
is nonincreasing on (0, 30). 
l ‘9 
0 4 
n 
( 1 ii 
B.. 
( ) 111; 
0 s vo(q~)vo(vl)- Vo(w + VI) 6 vo(w)vo(v2)-* Vo(w + vz) 
for 0 s w, 0 s I91 c 212; 
(dldw)V,(v + w)~ Vo(v)(d/dw)V,(w), w >o, v 30; 
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(iv) (I/&(w j)(d/dw ) V,,(w + v) is nonincreasing on [0, 00) for every fixed v > 0; 
(v) v. is uniformly continuous on [O, y), 0 < y < co. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1 we have 
$-log V(-)(v) 2 $ log V*(v + w), 
hence 
*og~~*c)gvo(02 
V&l) 
v2> v, s-0 
V,(v,+ w)’ - - * 
Because V&Q 3 V&Q > 1, the assertion (i) follows. Taking ir, (i) v1 = 0, the first 
inequality of (ii) is obtained. From 
=dV(w +v) 
VO(w + v)dw ’ 
and 
v,(w)2_1 
v,(w + v) V,(v) 
(cf. (ii)) 
the third assertion follows. From 
1 d 
--V,(v+ W)’ 
Vo(v + w) 1 d 
v,(w) dw V&v) 
- V,(v + w) V,(v + w)dw 1 , 
and (cf. (i)) 
V()(w +v), V,(w +v+x-J 
V()(w) - V,(w +x) ’ 
the assertion (iv) follows. From (iii) we obtain 
dx v”(w + ‘) G v”(w),u, dx 
from which the second inequality in (ii) follows. The last assertion follows directly 
from (ii). 
Remark 4.1. The third assertion above follows also from (3.15) since its lefthand 
side is bounded by one. Also (iv) follows from (3.15). 
We shall proceed with discussing further porperties of VO. 
(i) Suppose (~0’ = mo(O,$K 00, and consider an M/G/l queueing system with 
initial virtual waiting time PO+ = w. From (3.9) it follows for the probability pnl(w) 
that during the entrance time from w into the empty state the virtual waiting tiime 
passes only once each of the states kw/n, k = 1,2,. . ., n, 
1 * -- 
g”(w)= I I v w ( > , n= 1,2 ,... . - O n 
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For yt --) 00 obviously p”(w) tends to the probability of n 3 arrival during the kterval 
(0, w ), hence 
1 n 
lim Vo ; 1 I ( > -w/a =e , M’ >o. n+= v (4 1) . 
Note that for an M/G/l queueing system wif.h arriv:il rate cy -’ and service time 
distribution B ( l ) with B(0 + ) = 0 thl(e funct’on V. is determined by taking 
mo(x, =‘{l- B(x)}. 2) . 
(ii) a0 < (cf. (2.3)) (1 - 6,)V,, lt;3resents the stationary distribution W of 
the dam content (cf. Section 3) or of rhe virtual waiting time of an M/G/l queueing 
system. From Corollary 9.1, ii, we vbtaia then for this distribution the inequality 
W(w)W(v)~(l- a,)W(v + w), v >O, w >O, (4 3) . 
in particular 
W’(v)a(l- ao)W(2v), v Ml. 
These irequalities are only useful for w and tj not too large. 
(iii) It is wellknown that the stationary waiting time distribution in a GI/G/l 
system is an infinitely divisible distribution, so that if a0 < 1 and mo(O, m) < 00 then 
(1 .__ ao)Vo is an infinitely divisible distribution. This property holds also if 
mo(O, 00) = m. To see this let ‘yi be a sequence of totally finite measures on [O,m) 
such that for almost every x . ~0, 
mi (x, +-+ m&, a); 
then it is readily seen that the fun, :tl In Vi determinf:d by the measure mi (cf. 
Section 2) converges weakly to Vo for i + m. Since the r/i, i = 1,2,. . ., are infinitely 
divisible it follows that their weak limt, i.e. Va, is insnitely divisible. 
(iv) Kingman (cf. [9j) introduced ihe clips; of p-functions on (0, a). Let m2 be a 
measure on (O,OQ) such that 
I (1 - e-“)m*(dx) < a? (0.~1 (4 4) 1 
In [9’j it is shown that m2 determines uniquely a continuous and standard p-function 
p( l ); it is called standard if ~(0 + ) = 1. The relation between p and m2 is given by 
-1 
(1 - eWPx m2 x ) (d)] , Re p > 0. (4 5) . 
A p-function p is called infinitely divisible if p 1’n is a p-function for every 
n = 4,2,... . In [9] pti 41 it is shown that if @ is non-negative, continuous and 
concave on [g, ~13) with @(O) = 0, then e-‘@“’ is an infinitely divisible and standard 
p-function. Consequently it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
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l/V0 is a continuous, standard and infinitely 
divisible p-function (4 6) . 
(v) In [S] it is shown that every standard p-function p(t) has the that 
p(I t I) is the ch aracteristic function of a symmetric probability distribution F which 
is absolutely continuous except possibly at the origin, i.e. 
I 
00 
PCI t 1) ==&+2 f (u)cos ut du, 
0 
(4 7:) . 
wiih 
f’ ) 
dF(u) (s=F(O+)-F(O-)- 
1 
\u, = du ’ (4 8) 
‘. 
I+ 
I 
Xmz(dX) ’ 
ux=l 
and (5 = 0 if mzlw; = 0. 
Consequent!y, since 1/V, is an infinitely divisible p-function it follows that 
I/ Vo(l v 1) is rhe characteristic function of an infinitely divisible distributilon F with 
properties as described above. 
(vi) In the theory of p-functions three cases are considered for standard 
p-functions, viz. 
(I) ~*~~~ > 0, 
def 
(2) m2(m} = 0, a2 = &O,aj xmz(dx) = 00, 
(3) m*(m) = 0, a2 K 00. 
For these cases we have: 
ad(l) limp(t)= 6 = 0, 
t-D= I 
a 
p (t)dt = 1im2W, 
0 
ad (2) = 0, I 
a0 
p(t)dt = m, 
0 
ad (3) I 
cm 
= l/(1 + a2) > 0, p(t)dt = 00. 
0 
It is of some interest to compare the behaviour of the p-function l/V, at infinity 
with the asymptotic properties of V. as described in Theorem 2.3. 
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